Use of medical informatics for management of multiple sclerosis using a chronic-care model
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Abstract—The mission of the Multiple Sclerosis Centers of Excellence (MSCoEs) is to optimize the services veterans with multiple sclerosis (MS) receive across the U.S. Veterans Health Administration. To accomplish this mission, the MSCoE West has adopted a collaborative chronic-disease management strategy along the lines of the model described by Wagner and colleagues. This model describes an organized, integrated, proactive, and population-based approach to patient care that includes healthcare delivery system change and patient-based self-management. While Wagner’s model is described independent of information technology, the majority of actions called for in that model benefit tremendously from the application of a powerful and well-integrated informatics infrastructure designed to serve and support populations with chronic disease. Key elements such as goals and actions encourage high-quality care for those with chronic illnesses.
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INTRODUCTION

The mission of the Multiple Sclerosis Centers of Excellence (MSCoEs) is to optimize the services that veterans with multiple sclerosis (MS) receive across the U.S. Veterans Health Administration (VHA). To accomplish this mission, the MSCoE West is implementing a model of care adapted from other chronic-care models that have been successful in managing large populations with chronic diseases such as diabetes and asthma [1–2]. Wagner and colleagues have described a system approach to the care of populations with chronic disease that is built around two essential elements: (1) “prepared, proactive, practice teams” that use tools such as evidence-based guidelines, data repositories, and an electronic medical record (EMR) to manage high-risk groups with specific conditions and (2) “an educated and empowered patient” who receives education and training...

Abbreviations: CCR = computerized clinical reminders, CDR = clinical data repository, CPRS = Computerized Patient Record System, CSF = cerebrospinal fluid, DMA = disease-modifying agent, EMR = electronic medical record, FAQ = frequently asked questions, ICD = International Classification of Diseases, IOM = Institute of Medicine, IT = information technology, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging, MS = multiple sclerosis, MSCoE = MS Center of Excellence, QI = quality improvement, VA = Department of Veterans Affairs, VHA = Veterans Health Administration, VISN = Veterans Integrated Service Network.
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and is an active participant in his or her healthcare [3–4]. This organizational approach is built to support planned, productive interactions with the goal of optimizing desired outcomes for a particular population. Key elements such as goals and actions encourage high-quality care for those with chronic illnesses (Figure 1). In addition, an Institute of Medicine (IOM) report published in 2002 presents concepts for improving the quality of healthcare and suggests an approach to chronic care that has many of the same basic elements described by Wagner [3]. Given the chronic-care model’s effectiveness in chronic illnesses such as diabetes and asthma and its general acceptance in the medical community, we chose to adapt features and apply them to the delivery of services to veterans with MS in the VHA.

Many chronic-care models have been developed without computerization; however, when one reviews the components of a well-integrated health information system, it becomes apparent that such an infrastructure is at least highly desired for most of these actions and nearly essential for many. For a nationwide comprehensive system like the VHA, promoting effective improvement strategies aimed at comprehensive system change and identifying relevant subpopulations for proactive care may be impossible without a sophisticated clinical data repository (CDR) of all interactions within a healthcare system. Similarly, organizing internal and community resources to provide ongoing self-management support to patients and sharing evidence-based guidelines and information with patients to encourage their participation may be also impossible without taking advantage of the VHA’s widely used Web site to integrate existing resources and guidance and effectively link veterans to that information. Even for systems with a relatively small number of patients, research has shown that the use of informatics infrastructure can improve outcomes [5]. The MSCoEs are fortunate that the VHA has a rich informatics infrastructure that readily supports the implementation of a chronic-care model.

This article explores how the MSCoEs are developing and employing an informatics infrastructure in support of a chronic-care management strategy that optimizes services to the national population of veterans with MS. In particular, we focus on four informatics elements that leverage the VHA’s existing powerful infrastructure: (1) a CDR, (2) the World Wide Web, (3) an enhanced EMR system, and (4) telehealth delivery of services.

**MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS CLINICAL DATA REPOSITORY**

“Information about patients, their care, and their outcomes is an essential ingredient of all population-based strategies to improve chronic illness care” [4]. A CDR or “chronic disease registry” (as Wagner calls it) provides the clinician with the information he or she needs to shift from an “episodes of care” model to one that considers and anticipates the needs of populations with similar features, i.e., MS and diabetes. Needs, interventions, and outcome evaluations are assessed with the use of population data. Such information drives proactive care that empowers providers to anticipate the needs of patients.

A key mission of the MSCoE is to “develop large databases to support clinical care and research to allow better understanding of the nation’s MS population” [6]. To achieve this goal, the MSCoEs have developed an MS CDR using multiple dimensions of data organized in a relational format. The MS CDR is a collection of health information that has been extracted from national data stores of regional EMR systems [7]. Data such as outpatient visits, inpatients stays, surgical procedures, laboratory results, prescriptions, and expenditures are combined in a large relational data structure designed to easily access and to support analysis across the multiple types of data. The MSCoE relational structure allows multiple related data tables with varying table structures to be combined in one data structure such as Medicare data, national death registry lists, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results, or banks of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) data.

Many registries have been described as paper-based lists of patients meeting a set of inclusion criteria added manually as they were seen and evaluated [5,8–9]. Providers used these paper-based registries to assimilate essential information used to identify needs and to stratify patient subpopulations. Using paper or electronic lists to keep track of individuals meeting given criteria limits the ability of providers to use this information to manage patients as populations. For example, a diabetes registry consisting of individuals meeting certain criteria cannot be retrospectively segregated into subpopulations unless the segregation variable has been collected in the proper format. In addition, the process of creating feedback reports and routine quality improvement (QI) summaries from early paper or electronic registries is extremely labor-intensive, because it requires an individual to manually review charts to determine whether they meet certain quality measures. Health information technology (IT) has
matured from paper-based systems or individual electronic records (akin to word processor documents) to organized systems that collect and store multiple types of healthcare data that enable providers and researchers to ask a variety of questions of large populations. These large resulting databases are referred to as CDRs. The terms “repository” and “registry” are often used interchangeably. A registry is commonly considered a list of individuals as they pass through a medical system. A registry is populated as individuals are identified as having a given characteristic. Other data may be added during this process as well. A CDR is generally a “store” of all patient data for data relating to their interactions in a healthcare system. IT specialists often refer to this as a “datamart” or a collection of transactions, patient data, prescriptions, etc, for administrative and other general-purpose use. The size and members of a disease-specific data repository may be fluid as an algorithm is refined or as cases are validated and those miscoded are removed. Chronic-care data repositories, such as the MS CDR, extract comprehensive data from a subset of the VHA’s EMR. The form data stored in the EMR is not easily accessible. In the case of the VHA’s EMR, records are stored one patient at a time, such that questions that query data across patients are very difficult. EMR data provide a rich source of cases with a wide variety of data types.
covering all aspects of chronic care, from diagnoses and treatments to outcomes and costs. This is consistent with IOM recommendations for an optimal system approach to chronic disease as well as the previously described chronic-care models. Use of a CDR is widely supported in the literature and clinical experience. The IOM report on Chronic Care Models. Use of a CDR is widely supported in the literature and clinical experience. The IOM report on Fostering Rapid Advances in Health Care [10] states, “ideal information and communications technology support include the use of . . . registries.” In fact, the advantages of using disease registries were recognized long before the development of computer databases [9,11–12].

The population-based chronic-care model focuses on “evidence-based, planned care,” and a comprehensive chronic-care data repository can be central to providing such care. In fact, an electronic patient registry can improve the effectiveness of all six chronic-care model domains described in Figure 1. A disease repository can “organize patient and population data to facilitate efficient and effective care,” offer “ready access to meaningful data drives QI efforts,” and “create a culture, organization and mechanisms that promote safe, high-quality care” and thereby “assures the delivery of effective, efficient clinical care” [3–4]. Such data provide feedback to individual practitioners in an effort to stimulate individual practitioner growth, allow meaningful benchmarking with colleagues, and identify systematic problems in care processes [4,13]. The feedback can be delivered as reports or in clinical reminders that are integrated into the treatment setting. An effective CDR has many characteristics that allow it to be more effective and have greater effect than the use of simple registries or lists of patients. A well-designed CDR can easily define and analyze subgroups of a greater population. Adding data with new dimensions does not affect the structure of a data repository; for example, data stored in the domain of time can be mixed with data in the domain of individual patients or as individual contacts. This structure prevents future limitations of added data. The ability to create subpopulations easily allows views from various perspectives, depending on the needs of the viewer. This constant interaction with such a repository in routine clinical care also helps to maintain maximal data quality and integrity.

**POPULATION IDENTIFICATION**

To take advantage of rich sources of data such as the MS CDR, one must use algorithms to identify individuals from the health system’s EMR database. This algorithm must be carefully designed and tested to correctly classify and separate the individuals who truly have MS from those who do not. Concepts such as sensitivity, specificity, and validity are important. Sensitivity, in this context, is the ability of the selection algorithm to identify those who have been given a diagnosis of MS. Sensitivity, in this case, is the number of individuals identified divided by the individuals who have clinical evidence of MS based on a “gold standard” process, such as patient examinations or detailed chart review. In this case, we used an adaptation of the McDonald et al. criteria [14] (Figure 2). An algorithm with a high sensitivity will identify a maximal number of individuals with MS, at the expense of falsely identifying others without MS. In the MS CDR repository, the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) code corresponding to MS (340) identifies patients from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA’s) data repository. However, the selection algorithm is limited to the quality of the underlying data. In QI reviews, many individuals did not have a diagnostic code when they actually had MS. We added other criteria to increase the sensitivity of the algorithm. We were aware that a number of veterans may be receiving disease-modifying agents (DMAs), but they were not coded as having MS. Given that few, if any, individuals are given this medication for other disease besides MS, specificity of the algorithm would not be reduced. To improve sensitivity, we identified individuals who are either receiving or have received a DMA in the past. One could also evaluate other clinical characteristics, such as the presence of oligoclonal bands in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or MRI findings, to determine if they enhance the identification of individuals with electronic evidence for MS, but we did not use these characteristics because of technical constraints and the probability that specificity would be reduced. The final case identification algorithm for MS is:

- INPATIENT ICD = 340, OR
- OUTPATIENT ICD = 340, OR
- PRESENCE OF PREVIOUS RX FOR DMA, OR
- ACTIVE RX FOR DMA (Interferon β-1a, Interferon β-1b, OR glatiramer acetate).

Specificity, in this setting, is defined as the number of individuals who have no electronic evidence of MS and who are not in the registry, divided by the number of individuals who do not have MS. Specificity is lowered because of false positives. False positives include individuals who were given an ICD-9 Code 340 for an evaluation
in which MS was “ruled out,” for individuals who have “possible MS,” and for whom the code was entered in error. The validation process consists of chart review and application of the McDonald et al. criteria to determine the validity of the diagnosis of MS [14]. Ongoing efforts to accurately and validly classify individuals with MS are an important part of a data repository.

**FLEXIBILITY**

In addition to developing an effective algorithm and inclusion criteria, one must also ensure that the MS CDR is flexible and can accommodate novel types of data. In this way, new data from outside sources (e.g., Medicare) or data enriched by data collection activities (e.g., through surveys, reminders, or templates) may be added. The relational data repository architecture must be able to support future added data both in depth (more data for same population) and breadth (new types of data describing the population).

The system architecture on which a chronic disease health data repository is based must also support rapid development of information products and must support a variety of information activities, including data exploration, analysis, and reporting services. These activities relate directly to many of the requirements to care for individuals with chronic disease. However, these products can be quite disparate in terms of optimal data structures, presenting challenges to data management and system design. For example, to determine which patients are the highest 10 percent of users of services, one might require access to data at a more detailed level, with which to segregate populations of individuals. Monitoring of facility performance against certain measures might require the creation of high-level, precalculated reports. Statistical analyses often require data structures that are “flattened” into wide tables, perhaps putting multiple occurrences of an event (e.g., outpatient visit) on the same row, while the delivery of Web reports to providers, administrators, and the public would require summarized tables.

**DATA QUALITY AND INTEGRITY**

Efforts in QI draw heavily from data repositories. A well-designed CDR increases the number and quality of tools available to healthcare providers, giving them more ways to see the impact of current care practices on the population affected by chronic disease. With the ability to see and use data in more ways, providers not only obtain better feedback on the healthcare system performance but also develop a better sense of the quality of the data and their data needs. In our experience, this direct use of the data by providers has helped identify errors in the database and has led to innovative processes to help correct erroneous data using provider input. Involving providers in multiple entry points of clinical information helps create a system that is provider friendly and maximizes provider “buy-in.” This leads to improved quality of data from the feeder systems and promotes a culture well versed in data analysis and QI [13,15]. A well-designed data repository is easily accessible by multiple key providers or administrators. These individuals improve input of data as the repository is used more frequently to change clinical behavior based on an opportunity to evaluate their performance over time. Performance can be fed back to providers with through the use of aggregate reports or in the form of patient-specific reminders. An example of one of the VHA reminders is, “This patient needs a flu vaccine.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Has Disease Present in Registry</th>
<th>Does Not Have Disease Present in Registry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRUE POSITIVE</td>
<td>FALSE POSITIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>[b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has Disease Not Present in Registry</td>
<td>Does Not Have Disease Not Present in Registry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALSE NEGATIVE</td>
<td>TRUE NEGATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[c]</td>
<td>[d]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensitivity = \( \frac{a}{a + c} \), Specificity = \( \frac{d}{a + b} \), Positive Predictive Value = \( \frac{a}{a + b} \)

![Figure 2](image-url) 

Sensitivity and specificity.
The quality and acceptability of feedback given to providers depend on the error rate and timeliness of the information driving them [16–17]. For MSCoE, accurate and up-to-date information to drive reminders, feedback reports, and patient or physician profiling is available from our growing MS CDR. Our clinicians and administrators have analyzed repository data to better understand the population of approximately 26,000 veterans who were treated for MS between 1998 and 2002 [6]. Given that a disease-specific CDR is drawn from a hospital’s CDR with an algorithm, that data must be drawn regularly. How frequently the data are drawn (e.g., yearly, quarterly, or monthly) will drive long-term planning and shorter-term management strategies. More frequently refreshing the disease-specific data repository allows prompt feedback to clinical and administrative personnel but is highly effort-intensive. Less-frequent refreshes, say, annually, are easier to perform but cause a 1-year delay before feedback about clinical changes can be provided. MSCoE is starting with an annual refresh schedule and increasing as refresh processes become routine and demand grows. A more frequent refresh schedule will encourage increased usage and will likely improve accuracy.

INFORMATION ACCESS

Information derived from registries like MSCoE’s MS CDR can be used in myriad ways. For the MSCoE, it is the first time that we are able to identify a population of veterans with MS and characterize them so we can deliver high-quality, consistent services; begin to meet unmet needs; and plan for future needs. For large health-care organizations like the VHA, the information can drive critical business decisions ranging from how to address the needs of patients to how to accurately bill third-party payers. Data repositories can be used to segregate subpopulations on the basis of criteria such as laboratory tests, presence of comorbid conditions, and healthcare expenditures. If information from these repositories can be made easily accessible to veterans, then they can advocate for their own care. Individuals may remind their clinicians to prescribe important medications, conduct routine screening tests, and attempt interventions such as vaccinations when they are appropriate. Future systems may support a model where performance data are made available to veterans so they can choose providers or facilities with higher performance ratings.

Given this wide range of potential benefits, design and construction of CDRs have taken on a great deal of importance and many organizations, including the VHA, are investing resources in the creation of reliable, broadly applicable data repositories [7]. The appropriateness and effectiveness of feedback provided to clinicians and patients depend, to a large extent, on the accuracy and completeness of the data in repositories [17]. Erroneous or absent data will have a substantial impact on physician use of decision support systems [16]. Ongoing efforts to enhance the data accuracy, validity, and access are keys to a successful repository.

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS CENTER OF EXCELLENCE WEB SITE

In response to its mission of “providing a national program of MS education for VHA healthcare providers, veterans, their families, and caregivers” [6], the MSCoE established an informational web site. The MSCoE Web site has become a primary tool to disseminate knowledge to both providers and veterans with MS. Knowledge has been adapted to audiences who learn in varying styles by providing information in formats such as summaries of “best practices of care” or guidance documents or frequently asked questions (FAQ) that provide knowledge in a “Q&A” (questions and answers) format. Veterans and providers can ask questions and receive public answers on the Web site. In this way, the MSCoE can both empower veterans with the knowledge they need to drive their own care and prepare providers to care for a population of veterans with specific needs. This mechanism indirectly connects providers and veterans by allowing questions to be asked by veterans and answered by MSCoE staff, all of whom are MS providers.

The MSCoE Web site is an online audience- and community-based MS information portal for providers and veterans with MS. The rationale behind the design of the MSCoE Web site stems from numerous studies that support both a “user-centered design” [18–19] and the use of the Internet to disseminate health information, especially for chronic diseases such as MS [20–21].

In its current version, the MSCoE Web site is organized and divided into sections tailored to the two primary audiences that it serves: healthcare providers and veterans with MS. Both sections contain identical types of content: guidance articles and FAQs aimed at their respective
audiences and a common library of MS resources. Within these types, all sections are further unified by a common four-part organization of content: (1) Understanding and Diagnosing MS, (2) Treating MS, (3) Managing Health Problems Associated with MS, and (4) Managing Life Issues Associated with MS.

In addition to the organization of content, a Web-supported, peer-review process has been developed that supports the development and evaluation of content [22]. This process coordinates a dedicated Web editorial board of VHA MS experts from across the nation, supporting their interactions with internal components of the Web site. Using this process, the board Web site creates, peer-reviews, and publishes content for the MSCoEs for the desired audiences.

The MSCoE Web site conducts several functions discussed in the Wagner chronic-care model [3–4]. Specifically, the Web site (1) “share[s] evidenced-based guidelines and information with patients to encourage their participation,” (2) “organize[s] internal and community resources to provide ongoing self-management support to patients,” and (3) “integrate[s] specialist expertise and primary care.”

The first action, sharing peer-reviewed, evidence-based guidance and information with patients, is accomplished with the guidance documents and FAQ board. Evidence of its effectiveness in its first year is seen as increasing feedback—the number of total asked questions—has risen from 27 in August 2004 to over 100 by the end of September 2004. The number of visits has steadily increased from roughly 3,377 in June 2004 to 4,020 in August and 4,250 in September 2004. By July 2004, the number of users visiting multiple Web pages had steadily increased, and by September 2004, this number had stabilized to roughly 200, likely representing a regular, captured audience. The time spent on the site has also stabilized at almost 20 min per visit. This information suggests that more users see the MSCoE Web site each month; the regular users represent roughly 20 percent of all visits to the web site. Veterans can access MS-related information and even ask questions of MS specialists without traveling to a hospital or getting an appointment at a clinic. The information is oriented toward empowering participation of the individual in his or her own care. In the veteran section, guidance documents are designed to speak to veterans about managing the secondary complications associated with MS and its treatments in their own language, yet the documents are based on peer-reviewed content and expert assessment drawn from the latest evidence-based guidelines. The FAQ section provides veterans with information that can help them take a more active role in their own healthcare, allowing them to ask questions and receive authoritative, but personal, answers from MS professionals. Here is an example:

**Question:**
Should I get a flu shot if I have MS and I am on an injectable therapy?

**Answer:**
According to a recent study published in the Archives of Neurology (2003), and one published in Neurology (2001), the flu vaccine (injectable) is not associated with an increased risk of an MS exacerbation. However, Dr. Dennis Bourdette, Professor of Neurology at Oregon Health & Science University, has stated that the 2003 nasal spray flu vaccine should not be given to persons with MS. He recommends the injectable flu vaccine over the nasal spray for patients with MS.

The veteran FAQ feature has developed into an effective means to address the information needs of veterans and providers. The FAQ entries published in April/May 2004 had 25 FAQ submissions between July 1 and September 1, 2004. Over 1,000 unique viewers visited the FAQ page between January and September 2004. The second action discussed in Wagner’s model is the organization of internal and community resources to provide ongoing self-management support to patients with MS. The Web site brings together news items with the latest research and treatment developments and presents this MS information to veterans from a single information source. Content creation is collaborative in nature. MSCoE professionals from differing backgrounds and viewpoints review published content. The process of answering incoming FAQ questions, in particular, fosters direct interaction between MSCoE professionals and veterans and gives MSCoE professionals a sense of topics of general interest to veterans. Information about these topics, many of which deal with self-management, is then disseminated via the Web site as FAQ or guidance entries. The content creation process ensures the effective dissemination of information to support ongoing self-management of veterans with MS.

The third action of a chronic-care model, integration of specialist expertise and primary care, is accomplished
on the Web site through the presentation of evidence-based guidelines and less formal guidance documents for providers, allowing providers to access specialized knowledge on an as-needed basis. Overall, the providers section of the Web site expands on previous work that suggests that the Internet is a promising medium for dissemination of evidence-base guidelines to providers [3–4,6,23]. The provider guidance documents on the Web site are short, focused pieces that present the latest evidence-based information on specific MS topics of interest, such as use of DMAs, diagnostic criteria, and associated health conditions, such as fatigue and spasticity. The library section also delivers evidence-based information on these and other topics, but in the form of slides or videos from formal presentations by MS specialists. The provider FAQ section is similar to the veteran’s section: providers can actively ask MS questions and receive peer-reviewed answers from MSCoE professionals. All the provider content is peer-reviewed. A recent example is—

**Question:**
Would you please give some advice regarding diagnosing Devic’s Disease? We have a patient who presented a few years ago with transverse myelitis, 1,000 white blood cells in CSF, who now has optic neuritis with 1 cell and 4 oligoclonal bands. No other neurological symptoms. The optic neuritis occurred a few months postpartum.

**Answer:**
Devic’s (neuromyelitis optica) is a challenging diagnosis. It is often difficult to differentiate from MS. There are now criteria to assist in making the diagnosis. These criteria are—

**Absolute criteria (all required):**
1. Optic neuritis.
2. Acute myelitis.
3. No evidence of clinical disease outside of the optic nerve or spinal cord.

**Supportive criteria (either one major criterion or two minor criteria):**

---
1. Negative brain MRI at onset (does not meet Paty radiological criteria for MS).
2. Spinal cord MRI with signal abnormality extending over >3 vertebral segments.
3. CSF pleocytosis of >50 white blood cells/mm³ or >5 neutrophils/mm³.
---

**Minor**
1. Bilateral optic neuritis.
2. Severe optic neuritis with fixed VA worse than 20/200 in at least one eye.
3. Severe, fixed, attack-related weakness (MRC grade <2) in one or more limbs.

Looking at these criteria, your case meets the criteria just defined. There is evidence of optic nerve and spinal cord involvement. One major criterion is also met from the CSF white blood cells of 1,000 at the initial presentation. The main question is whether there is clinical disease outside of the optic nerve or spinal cord. The presence of this clinical disease is partly addressed with MRI. The brain MRI early in the course of Devic’s is usually normal or near normal. Abnormalities on the brain MRI suggestive of demyelinating disease argue for MS rather than Devic’s. Also, the MRI from the initial episode of myelitis may be helpful. Devic’s often has extensive spinal MRI changes, spanning 3 or more bony levels. MS tends to have lesions that span fewer than 3 levels, though there may be several of these smaller lesions spread along the spinal cord. Oligoclonal bands may be seen with either disease (though they are less common in Devic’s).

The Web site is organized to meet the clinical needs of both primary and specialty care providers, by organizing around the four categories: (1) Understanding and Diagnosing MS, (2) Treating MS, (3) Managing Life Issues associated with MS, and (4) Managing Health Problems Associated with MS. This clinical organization pattern facilitates thinking about guidance in terms of clinical experience for both providers and patients.

**ENHANCED ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD SYSTEM**

One of the aims of the MSCoEs is to “apply proven technologies to enhance veteran and clinician decision-making.” [3–4]. Literature describing clinician behavior change suggests that interventions should be available at the time of the provider-patient encounter [24–26]. In the VHA model of care, the best way to achieve this kind of
intervention is through enhancements of the VHA’s Computerized Patient Record System (CPRS). CPRS is used across the entire VA healthcare system and almost exclusively at the point of care. Components of CPRS can be customized, allowing providers or health systems to increase efficiency by tailoring their interfaces to their needs. Customization includes enhancing clinician order sets, adding electronic note templates that guide care, and computerized clinical reminders (CCRs) that remind and guide the care of individual patients. The MSCoE has established several electronic note templates and reminders (Figure 3) and has begun the development of MS disease-specific order sets.

CPRS is the VHA-specific implementation of an EMR system. Over the last decade, EMRs have made a gradual transition from archiving and retrieving medical information to assisting in making medical decisions by providing information in new contexts or adding information about clinical standards of care [13,27]. Today, EMRs have an expanded purpose: “to recall observations, to inform others, to instruct students, to gain knowledge, to monitor performance and to justify interventions” [27]. The use of EMR systems results in more complete documentation that more effectively describes the appropriateness of clinical decisions as compared with paper record keeping [28]. Such systems are also more effective tools for provider behavior change [30]. Current EMRs contain clinical decision support systems, some as simple reminders and others as complex stand-alone systems that synthesize medical information to suggest diagnostic or therapeutic interventions.

Decision support systems promote the practice of clinical care that is consistent with particular guidelines of care, as well as the preferences of the individual patient.

Figure 3.
Multiple sclerosis computerized clinical reminder dialog template.
This is particularly important in MS, where the disease is progressive and has multiple associated secondary impairments, making the condition difficult to treat for the busy provider who does not care for large numbers of individuals with MS. Decision support can be accomplished without an informatics infrastructure; however, the use of enhanced EMRs coupled with supporting information on the World Wide Web can be an extremely powerful tool for affecting the decisions and behavior of clinical care providers. Such a system can promote evidence-based care across an entire healthcare system by informing providers and veterans about management strategies within the context of their daily care routines. These interventions can be embedded in the EMR, with links to supporting guidelines for those who seek additional information. The enhanced EMRs directly address the chronic care model goal of “promoting clinical care that is consistent with scientific evidence and patient preferences” [4]. Guidelines may enhance the EMR by creating disease-specific CCRs (Figure 3). CCRs promote evidence-based care for veterans with MS by suggesting appropriate interventions based on synthesized patient data (e.g., ICD codes, past interventions, laboratory results, and previous level of health) in underlying databases. This approach has been well evaluated for its role in improving rates of preventive health screening such as mammograms, vaccinations, and screening questionnaires [28–31]. CCRs have received less study for use in chronic care, but evaluations show that CCRs can help keep clinicians better “informed” and facilitate practice consistent with clinical practice guidelines in the management of chronic diseases such as diabetes [4–5,30–32].

To improve the impact and acceptance of CCR driven care, MSCoE developers are working to further enhance CPRS with embedded links to Web site reviews. These reviews provide further evidence or rationale to highlight the importance of the intervention suggested by a CCR. Much effort has been directed toward highly developed support of CCRs built around a guideline, since the presence of a CCR alone is not the sole determinant of success of decision-support tools. Explanation services, such as online help systems or, in this case, links to Web sites for supporting information, play a vital role in acceptance and impact of a decision-support tool [33]. When a provider is presented with the option to execute a CCR to assist him or her in the prescription of an MS DMA, a Web link can provide the necessary evidence and a logical, succinct description supporting the use of that treatment in individuals like the current patient and with a similar type of MS. The link can also provide prefilled prescription information, such as dosage, supporting laboratories, and follow-up visits.

Decision support is more effective when it is derived directly from individual patient data and the recommendations are based on individual patient characteristics [34]. The EMR (in our case, CPRS) is the meeting place for various types of data describing individual patient interactions with the clinical information system. The impact of a CCR-enhanced CPRS depends in part on how completely and accurately ICD codes, procedures, laboratory orders, medication orders, vaccinations, or problems lists are reflected in the underlying databases. As such, an effective CCR fills two roles: guiding the decisions made by healthcare providers and accurately capturing the outcomes of the use of a CCR in patient encounters. Proper encoding by the provider executing a CCR enhances the quality of underlying data. If outcomes of the use of individual CCRs are not recorded effectively, then data describing the effectiveness of a given reminder or a given guideline will be unavailable or, worse, unreliable. Inaccurate or incomplete feedback or profiling reports will hurt user acceptance and will defeat the use of CCRs for quality assessment and QI. For example, a particular CCR may identify individuals by ICD code at high risk for influenza and pneumococcal pneumonia. A provider opening the chart of an individual in this cohort will be presented with the option to process a reminder to vaccinate. The patient will either get a vaccination or not. However, he or she may be allergic to the vaccine, so the provider elects not to vaccinate based on thoughtful deliberation. That this additional data be captured and the reminder turned off for the remainder of the risk period is important. Otherwise, another clinician gets the same reminder due to the absence of indication of vaccination. Profiling reports that assess only the presence or absence of an immunization lose valuable information. Clinicians’ confidence in the entire reminder system can be diminished if problems like these are not addressed in the design and implementation of the reminder.

Given the complexity of care for individual with MS, the MSCoE has developed several sets of CCRs for the multiple aspects of MS care. One set of reminders pertains to the use of DMAs, with the goal of assuring that appropriate individuals with MS are offered treatment with a DMA. Many other routine aspects of MS care will be improved in the future by the use of CCRs, such as
evaluation of neurogenic bladder and screening for depression and fatigue as well as vaccinations. Having reminders that not only effectively use existing data but also effectively capture new data will enhance both the EMR system and the richness and accuracy of the underlying MS data repository.

**TELEHEALTH DELIVERY OF SERVICES**

Telehealth involves the provision of healthcare and sharing of medical knowledge through telecommunications. Preventive, diagnostic, and therapeutic services, as well as patient education and assistance with self-management of health, can be provided via telehealth. The potential for telehealth, particularly in the VHA, is quite dramatic, since veterans are often isolated by disability or geography. Research has shown that veterans tend to have more disabilities than the general population [35], and veterans can be especially challenged by geography in obtaining care. For example, Veterans Integrated Service Network (VISN) 20 serves approximately 160,000 veterans spread out over one-fifth of the landmass of the United States, covering 788,500 square miles with eight facilities.

Provision of care through the use of telehealth reduces the impact of disability caused by a chronic disease by providing care that does not depend on the ability of an individual to transport themselves to a medical facility. This includes care delivered by primary care providers or specialists for individuals in their home, consultation between primary care providers and specialists located miles away, or direct therapeutic treatment using one-on-one or group teletherapy. Without assistance, many disabled individuals only visit their providers when urgent care is required. For an individual to go through several hours of dressing, transfers, preparation of assistive mobility devices, and transportation for a 20 min educational session is not efficient. If a primary care provider needs advice on a specific management issue, specialist consultations require the patient to travel to the specialist. Through the use of telehealth, patients can visit with their providers more regularly for follow-up, counseling, or education. Primary-care physicians can meet with specialists with their patients present or not, simultaneously, or at different times. This ability to provide frequent, brief encounters aimed at education, improvement in self-management skills, and increased patient involvement in care can improve medical, emotional, and functional outcomes [36–44]. The ability to provide consultation services remotely reduces the barrier to receiving specialist consultation and will open the path to more frequent contact and better education of nonspecialists. In the language of the chronic-care model, telehealth provides a mechanism to “empower and prepare patients to manage their health and healthcare” while “assuring the delivery of effective, efficient clinical care and self-management support” [3–4].

For individuals with chronic and disabling diseases such as MS, providing “proactive care” and identification and treatment of “subpopulations for proactive care” [3–4] can be challenging. A successful chronic disease management approach relies on certain critical features such as “the provision of care in accord with an explicit plan, which includes regularly scheduled follow-up, systematic assessments and attention to the self-management needs of patients” [4]. These are the types of features that can be supported by a telehealth program (i.e., regularly scheduled communication; regular availability of data, photos, or other healthcare information; and a regularly monitored plan of care with self-management modules).

The population served by the MSCoE is a particularly appropriate target for telehealth. Based on a needs-assessment study commissioned by the VHA in 2000, veterans with MS have significant barriers to care as a result of their disabilities [45]. The findings of this study indicate an overwhelming need for improved access. For example, 20 percent of patients surveyed reported that parking, distance, or transportation significantly interfered with receiving treatment at the VA. Half of those surveyed reported they had a severe gait disability or were mobile only with a wheelchair. A third of veterans surveyed required help getting to all activities and another third never drove. Yet only half the individuals surveyed reported they had a severe gait disability or were mobile only with a wheelchair. A third of veterans surveyed required help getting to all activities and another third never drove. Yet only half the individuals surveyed reported they had a caregiver or family member to take them to the doctor. Twenty percent reported that they lived alone. Preliminary analyses suggest that restrictions in mobility are inversely associated with treatment of MS and secondary impairments. Without telehealth, disabling conditions may be limiting access to specialty centers and optimal treatment.

To address these limitations to access, the MSCoE is establishing a number of “virtual clinics.” Telehealth clinics are divided into two categories, one-to-one communication (live) and asynchronous communication (store-and-forward). Live communication can include telephone
contacts, simple videophone communication, or video communication enhanced by the ability to take photographs or vital signs during the visit. Store-and-forward communication does not require a live connection between provider and veteran. A veteran and/or caregiver logs into his or her telehealth device and, as requested, fills out a survey, measures vital signs or takes a photograph. A provider reviews this information at a time that is convenient to his or her schedule or at a time when all other patients are reviewed. Vital signs are automatically loaded into the VHA’s EMR system (in the VHA, the CPRS), and photographs and other information such as breath sounds or survey results are stored in an intermediary Web site. These telehealth contacts stretch the time between clinic visits by reducing the need for frequent follow-up appointments for an ongoing issue and by minimizing unplanned telephone calls or ER visits.

Telehealth has been described as a means to address the comprehensive needs of veterans with MS [46]. Within the MSCoE clinics, weekly telehealth visits have been established to provide check-in with individuals to discuss their ability to self-administer injectable medications, to follow up on medication changes such as those to treat spasticity or fatigue, or to address the concerns of individuals and their families. This regular telehealth clinic takes between 15 and 30 min and can support an individual with MS or their caregiver. Other telehealth devices are not synchronous, i.e., a scheduled visit is not needed. A device in an individual’s home can be used to assess knowledge or adherence using a text-based interface. Blood pressure, skin photographs, and breath sounds can be stored and forwarded to a central location, attached to the EMR and reviewed when it is convenient for a clinician to do so. Abnormal values are flagged for priority evaluation.

Telehealth may also be used to connect nonspecialists such as primary-care doctors to specialists in more tertiary care centers. Multiple models for this type of interaction exist. Providers may meet on an educational basis for didactic or case-based education. Providers may also meet to discuss individual cases that represent diagnostic questions or the determination of whether a patient is suitable for referral. An example of a successful model in VISN 20 is the teleoncology tumor board that meets monthly. Providers sign in from throughout the VISN to present and discuss their individual patients and receive treatment advice and referral guidance.

Overall, the VHA is increasingly employing a wide range of telehealth approaches to many of its populations with chronic disease. These approaches include in-home monitoring of patient vital signs and in-home communications via telephone or videophone, as well as the capability to photograph wounds or other patient characteristics and forward them to the EMR. The VA system also provides a robust network for *interfacility telehealth communication*. Telehealth activities supported by this network include administrative communication and employee education, as well as communication and consultation about care of individual patients. Interfacility telehealth consultations may be group case conferences, consultations forwarded as part of the EMR, or one-to-one communications from provider to provider.

Among other things, the MSCoEs are a model care system for organizational change within the entire VHA. To achieve widespread “delivery system redesign” and to “support improvement at all levels of the organization, beginning with senior leaders,” an “MS Telehealth Toolkit” is being developed and will be distributed [3–4]. This toolkit is an electronic document that outlines the process other facilities are suggested to follow to replicate a telehealth program. This electronic document has many embedded forms and VA documents to assist the reader in filing appropriate applications, using standardized codes, and following commonly accepted evaluation techniques. This toolkit resides on the national VA telemedicine Web site and can be accessed by all VHA staff. The VHA telehealth initiative has created telehealth toolkits for various applications of telehealth. The intention is to take advantage of the “economy of scale,” a medical system as big as the VHA. For example, Florida and Connecticut have developed the first home telehealth programs. These groups assembled a toolkit to be distributed to other medical centers wanting to start a telehome health program. The MS Telehealth Toolkit will be a vehicle to disseminate techniques for process redesign as well as “lessons learned” in the development of local telehealth programs. This will reduce the burden on individual medical centers to develop new telehealth programs from scratch.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The population-based, system-wide approach to management of individuals with chronic disease as described by Wagner et al. focuses on two related strategies: (1) educating and preparing clinical practice teams
and (2) activating and educating individuals with chronic disease [3–4]. While Wagner’s model is described independent of IT, the majority of actions called for in that model benefit tremendously from the application of a powerful informatics infrastructure designed to serve and support populations with chronic disease. This benefit is particularly true for a nationwide healthcare system like the VHA that shares common electronic medical tools, including a national EMR system, national data repositories, a well-developed Web infrastructure, and a developing cross-VHA telehealth plan. These interventions are also effective in other models of population-based care.

While an informatics infrastructure can greatly enhance care of populations of individuals with chronic conditions, numerous other conditions are necessary that do not depend on the effective use of IT. These include the creation of a culture and organization that promote safe, high-quality care; wise, active leadership; a systemwide openness to QI; and a reward system that promotes positive change.

Nevertheless, the MSCoEs are showing that, for the case of MS care, a well-designed and appropriately employed informatics infrastructure can strongly support the chronic-care model. QI efforts are greatly enhanced by the ability to analyze and disseminate outcomes and to monitor for errors. Consistency of care is increased by the ability to facilitate referral and coordination of health services within an organization and across multiple organizations. Individuals with chronic illness can better manage their health and healthcare through access to evidence-based information, interventions, and increased communication with care providers. These and other benefits can be obtained through the effective design and use of information and communication technologies in support of chronic-care management.
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